Forecasting weather and forewarning the public with weather alerts help save lives and property immensely. Audio transmissions for alerting are not prone to local infrastructure failure and hence the most dependable. Reception of such alerts should have good clarity of audio. The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) method has traditionally been used in telephony to monitor audio reception quality. It requires an objective skilled listener using a scoring system for feedback used in improving audio quality. However, in weather radio, there is no dedicated listener 24/7. Without listening skills and listener training the MOS scoring could be skewed and of little use. Our paper focuses on the design, building and testing of audio-quality forensics system (AQFS) that uses measurements of network, radio and equipment parameters to monitor audio quality instead of listener feedback. Transmitter stations today have multiple connectivity options and the AQFS can alert the transmission operators to switch to alternate technology during failures. The AQFS also has control features to perform this switching automatically that we have tested. In this paper, we also report our findings, test results and inferences with recommendations. Apart from providing basic but detailed audio quality analysis and comparison of base and transmitted audio using two different mechanisms, the AQFS helped us detect complete audio loss, intermittent audio outages, Specific Area Message Encoding (SAME) Headers, audio anomalies, fades, drops and strange tones which correlate with fading and outage events. The analysis helped at problem transmitter sites in improving audio quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Every year, the world faces weather and climate disasters such as cyclones and storms, severe floods, winter storms accompanied by freezing temperatures, drought and wildfires that cause massive damage to property and life. Chronicling such disasters is important because it helps assess their impacts to the world and document the losses [1] . Such chronicling also helps in keeping an eye on weather trends [2] . As seen in Figure 1 , the year 2017 was one such year that set a record for losses caused by 710 relevant natural disasters that amounted to $330 Billion including insured and uninsured losses [3] . About 50 percent of these losses were in the United The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kostas Psannis .
States itself, owing to three major hurricanes, devastating wildfires, tornadoes and hail that hit highly populated areas. Mexico was hit by a severe earthquake, several countries in Asia were hit by heavy rains and unprecedented flooding that destroyed property worth billions and claimed thousands of lives. The unusually low temperatures in Europe killed wellgrown and standing crops causing billions of dollars in damage to the farmers. Approximately 10,000 people lost their lives in natural catastrophes in 2017. In 2019, the U.S. has again been impacted by two large-scale, inland flood events across many Midwestern and Southern Plains states [3] .
A. NEED FOR WEATHER BROADCAST AGENCIES
It is essential to have agencies dedicated to providing products and services such as daily weather forecasts, severe FIGURE 1. Billion-dollar disaster events and their frequency (source: [4] ).
storm warnings, and climate monitoring to support economic vitality and affect any nation's gross domestic product. Much of this support is aimed towards providing citizens, planners, first responders, emergency managers and decision makers with reliable information. Agencies such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) are dedicated towards providing such information and services to help the US economy and reduce the losses due to weather related disturbances. For all such agencies, there are dedicated weather service arms that disseminate relevant weather forecasts, watches and warnings, audio alerts so that the public is better prepared for hazardous weather and the losses are reduced.
B. RATIONALE FOR THE AQFS
Weather services around the world use websites, social media, videos, articles and infographics about the weather hazards. Weather alerts and warnings are communicated through various means like locally audible sirens, local audio and text alerts, social media inputs on cell phones, weather forecast websites and audio alert transmissions for weather radio. Of the four means, the first three are prone to failure because they are dependent on equipment located in the area facing the extreme weather conditions. The fourth technique involves radio broadcasts sent from remote broadcast centers and does not have the mentioned disadvantages due to location. In this technique, weather safety information is sent out to the public as information messages with audible alert tones through dedicated radio broadcasts.
While the radio operates from far and might not face the extreme weather conditions, radio broadcasts suffer attenuation and losses depending on the distance of transmission, type of modulation and waves, equipment and technology used, geographical and climatological differences that affect the quality of the signal and the information carried by the signal [4] . The weather information sent by weather agencies consists of audio .wav files. When such streaming audio are sent over a radio link, they are subjected to attenuation and losses [5] . This invariably degrades their quality and affects the understanding and comprehension of the listener that it is meant for. Quite frequently, these audio waves degrade completely, and there is an outage. Such an outage of weather audio impacts the public negatively, and very severely at times. Quite a few times, the root causes of such silence are at the transmission end. Unfortunately, such a loss has been traditionally observed only at the reception end [6] . If poor audio or audio silences can be detected at the transmission end, it would provide the weather broadcast center with immediate feedback. A real-time system keeping an eye on system parameters at the transmission end could be helpful in detecting outages and correlating them with system parameters. This was the rationale behind the design of AQFS.
The complete audio outage could occur for a variety of reasons. The AQFS could provide us with a better understanding of the outage phenomena. Moreover, if this outage can be detected at the transmission end, steps can be taken to recover from the outage. A recovery from audio outage and restoring the lost weather audio could be possible by switching to an alternate technology available for transmission. To begin with, we had to know about what output from the equipment could be classified as a complete audio dropout or null output. The AQFS let us calibrate and ascertain this level. The network comes with an option to scale down and switch from 4G to 3G based on network availability features like signal strength and quality. We also used the AQFS to study the effect of switching from 4G to 3G and back on the audio performance as confirmed by the metrics of the Realtime Transport Protocol (RTP).
The first challenge in the design of such a system is to find and select the appropriate parameters that could help with audio quality analysis. The second challenge is to find equipment that can help with achieving this objective. The third challenge is to keep the costs of such audio quality monitoring low. We tried to address these three basic challenges.
A majority of the current weather radio audio transmission systems use analog phone lines for communicating with the transmitter, which is typically placed away from the weather office in a high geographical location like on radio towers and mountains. Such analog phone lines are now being phased out in favor of newer technology, but still in position. Wireless 4G systems though expensive to install, may incur less overall operating costs and increased survivability While the 4G system can face degraded performance, they can switch down to a 3G system and keep working. Our AQFS design shown in Figure 2 includes a switch that lets the system automatically switch to the analog phone line in case of complete audio outages on wireless 4G. We kept the costs of the AQFS equipment low by building the system using off-the-shelf, inexpensive electronics and freeware tools such as Audacity [7] . In the following sections, we provide the approach, design and findings of the AQFS that we developed to not only capture audio quality and network events but also capture the actual audio received at the transmitter as ground truth of outages or anomalies.
C. TRANSMISSION-END MONITORING OF WEATHER ALERT AUDIO
There was hardly anything that used to be traditionally done at the radio transmission end to ascertain the quality of audio signals transmitted. With the technology that is available today, such an evaluation and monitoring can be devised.
The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) developed a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) several years ago to analyze the quality of analog telephone communications. This same MOS is used to evaluate audio quality today and can be extended to Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) or Audio over Internet Protocol (AoIP). MOS is based on the opinion of the listener. Since MOS is subjective, listener reports can vary greatly from very satisfied, satisfied to some, many or nearly all users dissatisfied.
The 4G wireless solution has been deployed at many sites. Some sites have had no reported problems whereas some sites have been plagued with intermittent outages and bad audio. The challenge of evaluating audio quality of a continuous broadcast can be difficult without having a dedicated listener 24/7. A quality baseline measurement or standard must be established.
The 4G network needs to be heavily scrutinized for audio quality issues. Since the audio is streamed, any interruptions due to network availability, bandwidth, jitter, latency or packet loss could cause audio quality issues. 
D. THE EXISTING WEATHER BROADCAST SYSTEM
The weather services operate hundreds of weather radio transmitters (WRTs) to inform the public about weather forecasts, watches and warnings. Each transmitter is hosted by a local Weather Forecast Office (WFO). Several transmitters can be hosted by a WFO through the offices' area of responsibility or Warning Area (WA). Most of these transmitters currently receive their broadcast audio via a telephone company provided 56Kbps analog circuit. This circuit is continuously on and acts like an audio patch cord from the transmitter back to the forecast office. Alternatives are under test to replace the 56Kbps analog circuits and phase them out eventually. Wireless solutions utilizing 4G/3G mobile networks using Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and User Datagram Protocol Internet Protocol (UDP/IP) are being probed.
The audio broadcast suite at the WFOs is controlled by a broadcast handling and scheduling suite of software integrated into the weather workstation and server infrastructure. A variety of weather forecast products are used by the production broadcast system to create safety and public information messages. Working with these messages, the broadcast center does two important jobs. One, it creates a broadcast script and, two, it sets up a play schedule for the script. The messages are played as a synthetic, digital voice using textto-speech conversion software. The broadcast handling and scheduling routines receive text products from the weather workstations as they are completed. These products consist of routine forecasts, advisories, watches and warnings and public information statements. These audio files are queued in a scheduler to play for a certain amount of time and repetition based on the product type. The audio is then routed to an AoIP device to be converted to analog audio. This analog audio is transmitted over a telephone company provided 56Kbps analog circuit to the transmitter. The weather office output audio is at a level of 0dB to be a −10dB level at the transmitter. The audio is a continuous analog stream of weather information. Currently, several of the WFOs are testing wireless cellular 4G solutions to replace the analog 56Kbps circuits.
A digital to analog audio converter (DAC) converts the voice message into its equivalent analog signal. The analog signal is then directed to a dedicated analog circuit to send it from the broadcast center to the radio transmitter. The message consists of broadcast voice and various frequency tones, sent as an analog audio signal from the broadcast center to the transmitter. The system can be seen in Figure 3 . To communicate an alert to receivers in specific geographical locations, special SAME tones are inserted in the transmission.
The legacy analog ''copper-wire'' circuits that carry analog telephone signals are still in place, using them is increasingly expensive, limited between geographical points and is poor in performance. Such old technology is being seriously challenged and being fast replaced by newer digital circuits [8] . These new age circuits use signals that can reach multiple geographical coverage areas and locations through private networks or the Internet.
We used the wireless 4G pilot test/systems in Figure 4 for our design and tests. A Virtual Private Network (VPN) was used within the cellular network for communication between the broadcast center and the radio transmitter. The VPN effectively isolates the weather broadcast stream from the public Internet.
To encode the audio an Audio to Digital Converter (ADC) device is used. The format is G.711 µLaw at 8kHz mono with 0dB of gain added. The connection type is a variation of the Real Time Protocol and the device is set to send always with the lowest latency. The broadcast is a one-way audio stream and is transmitted over the VPN using the RTP G.711 codec as expressed in the document ITU G.711 [9] .
The weather information sent from the broadcast center to the radio transmitter contains a variety of products such as public information statements, current weather forecasts, watches, warnings, and emergency messages. A high level of service availability is essential due to the critical nature of such information. The WRTs broadcast weather information on narrow band Frequency Modulation (FM). It is essential that the transmissions should be able to convey clear audio signals, with limited noise and minimal or no outages. Received signal strength in the coverage area should be adequate for the voice broadcast and high enough to trigger the receiver when SAME tones are sent. A signal strength in excess of −89dBm at the receiver can achieve these objectives.
The ADCs and DACs use UDP/IP for transmission. TCP/IP is not used as there is no need to re-transmit or use TCP/IP to negotiate a better connection. Network quality can affect audio quality. Network or UPD/IP packet delays, jitter and packet loss all can cause unwanted audio, dropouts, reverberations or a combination thereof. In the current configuration the telecommunications provider provides a Private IP Wide Area Network (PIP-WAN). There is no public Internet traffic passing in this PIP-WAN. In addition, a VPN is established from the 4G router at the forecast office to the 4G router at the transmitter.
E. NEED FOR WEATHER BROADCAST AGENCIES
A centralized Network Management System (NMS) is used to monitor the wireless 4G routers at the WFO and transmitters. The NMS adequately captured significant outages but missed outages of shorter duration including audio drops, interference, etc. Many of these faults or audio events were reported by listeners. There were many reports of audio dropouts or unintelligible audio. A more robust logging, monitoring system was necessary to isolate the faults at problem locations.
Irrespective of whether dedicated analog circuits are used or 4G technology is used, automating the objective assessment of audio quality is always a challenge. If the broadcast center and transmitter are close, the broadcast can be monitored locally on a weather radio. One needs to remotely connect to the transmitter and listen to short broadcast samples for monitoring and it might not be always feasible. To get information about audio problems or outages, the broadcast centers needs to depend upon members of the public. Audio assessment and reporting by the public may be subjective based on distance from the transmitter, listener experience, receiver setup and terrain blockage. The listener can perceive prolonged interruption to streaming audio as silence or distortion. An audio drop or network outage along the transmission path could be the main reason behind silence. Network jitter has been a known cause for strange noises such as warbling tones or echoes that yield poor audio.
Yet another challenge involves the design of a system for monitoring and switching to an alternate radio if outages can be properly detected and logged. Initially, a pi-switch with Raspberry Pi Model 2 Single Board Computer (SBC) and a Relay Board was used to create a remotely controllable switch. Several Pi-switches were deployed to problem sites to switch from the 4G audio feed to the 56 Kbps analog circuit feed when required. This switching was based solely on network ping responses from the transmitter router to the forecast office 4G router. To switch back to 4G required intervention from office forecast staff. They had to remotely log into the web interface of the Pi-switch and toggle two relays, one each for +/− audio signal, but no data was collected. The Pi-switch had limited success and instances of bad audio continued to be reported at problem sites. Our AQFS design includes switching as well as data logging in its features.
Further, the network management system at the WFO was missing audio silence events. The AQFS detects and logs such events too.
In this paper we discuss our design and findings from our AQFS that provides for in-depth logging of these audio issues, smart switching and ground truth capture of audio events. The AQFS is designed around an SBC for logging and analysis and an add-on relay board to switch the audio between the 4G and 56Kbps feeds.
II. BACKGROUND AND PRIOR RESEARCH
Researchers have focused on voice quality analysis using either subjective or objective approaches. In most cases, a dedicated listener was used to monitor the test audio, while in the others, offline analysis of recorded audio was performed. Such monitoring is not possible on a long-term basis for researchers in a real-time system like ours. Several research works have focused on multimedia communication involving music or video streaming while several have focused just on voice. Our research has unique needs involving transmission of tones and voice in real-time, which is neither of the two and has problems of its own.
A. RELATED WORK
Hines et al. (2015) [10] performed an evaluation on the ViSQOLAudio algorithm that proposes an objective audio quality metric for low bitrate codecs. Bouillot et al. have tried to measure end-to-end latency and audio quality for highquality audio streaming using different engines [11] . The approaches in [10] and [11] have used music as the type of information while our focus is mainly audio messages and some audio tones.
Narbutt et al. (2018) [12] have proposed an objective spatial audio quality metric that can predict listening quality and localization accuracy. Their solution, based on the ViSQO-LAudio algorithm, aims at streaming services like YouTube. They have also compared their solution with results from MUSHRA subjective listening tests. The proposed metric is used at the reception end, unlike our design.
Gan et al. (2011) [13] have derived a correlation coefficient for musical instruments using structural similarity index to compare transmitted and received frequency structures. Our design does not focus on musical instruments and the vocal and tone requirements of our signals have a much lower dynamic range than theirs.
The paper by Qi et al. (2016) [14] tries to ascertain VoIP service quality due to lost packets for lost audio packet steganography. We use a VoIP-like service in our system. The authors have used the Discrete Spring Transform to eliminate the perceptual redundancy in the multimedia signal to maintain the VoIP perceptual quality over a covert channel. This steganography technique uses artificially delaying and dropping several packets which is not feasible in our system. The additional steganography encoding is not required either because ours is not a covert channel.
The paper by Mok et al. (2011) [15] tries to measure the quality of video streaming using correlation. Their work is affected by the limitations of the TCP/IP protocol suite such as retransmission or sliding windows flow and parameters such as the round-trip time (RTT). The transmit side is required to delay the transmission to assure an ordered arrival of packets. Our broadcasts of weather streaming audio cannot afford such delays. In our design, we have used User Datagram Protocol over IP (UDP) for communicating between the encoders and decoders. We chose UDP to avoid the complex handshaking used in TCP and the latency introduced. Our system sends continuous audio irrespective of packet losses. There are no re-transmissions in our system either.
The work by Yuhong et al. (2013) [16] assesses audio quality in cellular communications through jitter distortions. The authors have used listeners for subjective assessment of audio quality. The work is relevant for comparison because it focuses on communicating speech and tones. However, cellular traffic consists of sporadic burst transmission, in contrast to a continuous broadcast stream in our case. Using a dedicated listener is hence infeasible in our case. Khalifeh et al. (2017) [17] have focused on lossy networks such as the Internet and tried to identify problems related to audio transmission on such networks. They have tried to correlate quality of the decoded signal with packet loss rates by encoding and decoding audio with different rates. We have worked with a live system that is very different from a post analysis system like theirs.
The book chapter by Fang et al. (2015) evaluates the prevailing QoE procedures and attempts to classify objective quality metrics that may be congregated based on the original signal and human visual system [18] .
The average possibilistic entropy algorithm based on auditory system (APEAS) and the associated model of fullness perception proposed by Lu et al. is based on objective evaluation [19] . The authors have also provided a comparison of their results with the subjective difference grade defined under ITU-R BS.1116.
The approach by Shan et al. (2018) attempts to evaluate the quality of degraded speech in the absence of the reference speech using a trained deep belief network [20] .
The approaches in [19] and [20] involve subjective listening scores obtained from a dedicated listener. We have not used a dedicated listener because such an approach is feasible only with personnel employed for listening at remote locations. Yang et al. (2016) try to find out the correlation between RTCP parameters and perceptual objective listening quality assessment [21] . While the study involves a real-time voice communication system, it uses a deep neural network to establish this correlation. Unlike our work, the authors do not focus on the network parameters for getting the relationship.
The work by Rodriguez et al. (2019) propose an artificial neural network-based speech quality parametric model (SQPM) that considers wireless network degradation characteristics and tries to improve on transmission quality using forward error correction [22] . However, the work is based on the results from a network simulator, unlike our actual, realtime network.
III. NEW DESIGN
Our AQFS design uses a Raspberry Pi model 2 single board computer (SBC) and relay hardware for comprehensive logging and switching. The AQFS equipment was chosen to allow a seamless integration with the previously existing hardware. Older equipment could be reused, if our solution was successful, and it eventually turned out to be so. We combined our SBC and relay into a single unit that we call the autoSense-Pi. We used the autoSense-Pi to capture network and audio events at the transmitter, and its prime focus was to log in all the relevant parameters from loggable equipment in the audio feed chain. Since the NMS was missing audio VOLUME 7, 2019 silence events, our goal was to interrogate the hardware as often as possible without impeding performance. We planned to provide intelligent switching from 4G to 56Kbps and a smart switch-back to 4G when the network and audio were stable. We sampled the received audio level every second and effected a switch-back to the 56Kbps circuit when silence lasted more than 10 seconds. The period was determined to be the maximum allowable gap in audio due to the criticality of the broadcast and to allow for normal broadcast audio sequencing, i.e. pauses between products. If the audio level returned, the network latency was less than 650 milliseconds and no 10 second silence events happened within 15 minutes, the autoSense-Pi would switch back to 4G. In addition, we added a USB sound card to the autoSense-Pi to capture and archive 5 days of continuous audio. This audio was separated in one-hour files at the transmitter site for further comparison and analysis in conjunction with logged network events. With the help of the autoSense-pi, we were able to not only capture audio quality and network events but provide the actual audio received at the transmitter as ground truth of outages or anomalies. One distinct advantage of logging events at the WRT was that there was minimal impact on the 4G circuit for such intense logging.
There are several challenges of audio quality analysis over IP. Audio quality issues can be caused by one or more of the factors such as source, encoding, transport (transmit/receive), decoding and supply.
The source audio should be verified so that the input audio to the encoder. is clear, at the correct input level and streaming rate. The weather radio uses a 0dB input signal within the normal audio range of 20 to 20,000Hz.
Without a verified input signal, there can be no expectation for the audio to improve during and after the transport. The source converts TCP/IP audio packets to an analog signal at 0dB. Security of the broadcast stream had to be preserved too. One possible approach towards security could be to use IPSec tunnels (VPN) between the WFO and each WRT. For our design, we considered it unnecessary because we already had the telephone provider hosted PIP-WAN which is secured at the perimeter. No public Internet traffic traverses the provider's PIP-WAN. In addition, there is a 20-30% bandwidth overhead with VPN/IP-Sec which would be incurred at additional locations around the country where a 4G solution is not available and a public Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL) is used. For these locations it makes sense to add a VPN as a layer of security to maintain the confidentiality and integrity of the broadcast.
A. ROUTER SYNC AND LOGGED PARAMETERS
The WRTs use the services of a 4G router. We wrote scripts for the SBC to interrogate the router and log all relevant parameters of the entire system that could affect audio quality. The router would take about 17-20 seconds on average to respond.
We parsed the following information that is helpful in documenting an outage and the conditions present at the time. The router time could have provided us with the basic time stamps since the SBC did not have a real time clock this approach. Since our network was private, network (RTC) and tended to drift, but there was a problem with time updates could not be completed via the Internet. Our solution, as seen in Figure 5 was to setup a centric stand-alone time server using a GPS dongle to keep the time accurate. We made the SBC check with the time server every 15 minutes and adjust its time accordingly, to prevent the drift. We discovered that the router drifted in time as well, and with this approach we could use the SBC's adjusted time as the standard for the logs. The router timestamps were additionally recorded for comparison and correlation only, after we discovered the drift.
During the early deployments several configurations of antennae were used to optimize the signal parameters. We logged the parameters for the variety of antennas in the autoSense-Pi switch to match any signal anomalies against audio quality deficiencies. The main parameters of interest recorded were signal strength/4G and signal Strength EVDO, RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ and SINR. As the RSSI provides a false sense of signal quality, we logged it as only an indication of the Radio Frequency (RF) energy detected at the antenna port.
Boundaries for signal levels expressed as RSSI can be found from the Cisco support forum. Typically, voice networks require a −65dBm or better signal level while a data network needs −80dBm or better. Normal signal level range in a network would be −45dBm to −87dBm depending on power levels and design. The signal is also affected by the access point's transmit power and antenna as well as the client's antenna [5] . The 4G router that we used came with two antenna ports. With the omni directional antenna connected to the primary port, we added a Yagi directional antenna on the secondary port and aimed it to the closest tower to peak the RSSI value. We observed that the power level reported could be artificially high because it may include energy from background noise and interference as well as the energy from the desired signal. This situation was worst in interference prone environments where there were some communication errors despite consistently high RSSI readings [8] .
B. RADIO PARAMETERS LOGGED
We logged the radio band and the channel to see if there was any degradation is associated with a band. We also logged included registration state, the flag (to indicate Registered/Not registered/Searching) and attachment status (to indicate if attached). We also forced the router to only accept 4G or 3G as required. The other parameters we logged included router time, signal strength, signal strength EVDO, RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ, and SINR. We wrote perl scripts to parse these values.
Once the transport delivers its payload to the 4G router it is decoded by a DAC. The DAC points to an ADC using its IP address and port number to receive the RTP stream. Here the mono stream was output as a manually adjusted analog at −10dB level. We logged several valuable parameters from the DAC by parsing its main status web page that contains comprehensive information. The autoSense-Pi was programmed to capture the DAC uptime, output left channel peak level, its buffer, stream and format. The autoSense-Pi also logged the RTP values for decoder latency, loss, drops, duplicates, the soft error counter and reconnects.
C. ADDING AUDIO CAPABILITY
In addition to intricate logging of the 4G router and the DAC, we added an audio archive at the transmitter site. This enhancement provided us with a playback capability to compare the audio transmitted to the logged data. The audio archive provided the ground-truth and delayed personal MOS assessment of the received audio.
The auto-sense Pi does not have an audio input, so we added an inexpensive USB sound card to the AQFS. For audio capture, we used a utility called Rotter or Record of Transmission that captured 5 days' worth of audio stored hierarchically in one-hour files. The duration of storage was only limited by the storage available. Each day's archive of audio is approximately 1.7 GB or 70 Mb per hourly file. We used another utility to monitor the input audio port for silence.
The complete AQFS can be seen in Figure 6 .
D. MERITS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The 4G network was heavily scrutinized by the AQFS for audio quality issues. Since the audio is streamed, any interruptions due to bandwidth, jitter, latency or loss could cause audio quality issues. With the parameters of 4G router, the DAC logged, and the audio captured, the autoSense-pi was able to log and document a variety of audio problems. The design was low-cost, used off-the-shelf electronics and was reasonably efficient in providing us with useful results. Along with a focus on the signal itself, the system incorporated audio capture that was very useful in detecting strange tones and artifacts.
IV. FINDINGS FROM THE AQFS
We could detect the lowest audio levels and could log and identify precise instances of complete loss of audio. We could correlate these instances with RTP latency, losses and drops. In addition, the logs helped us with the findings as detailed in the following sections.
A. SETTING UP A BASELINE
The findings helped us with the quantification of levels of audio signal drop. From months of collection and confirming audio dropouts to dB levels, the null output from the Digital to Audio Converter (DAC) is −93 dBm.
The two audio levels captured had to be baselined to determine the thresholds for good and lost audio. From months of collection and confirming audio dropouts to dB levels, we fixed the null output from the DAC to be at −93 dBm. A graphic depiction of those audio dropouts below −93 dBm are shown in Figure 8 under 'Audio dropout levels'.
The lowest level of the USB audio card was calibrated by adjusting the gain on the mixer utility to obtain an average level of −10dBm. The loss of audio level was approximately at −53 dBm as seen in Figure 8 box showing the lowest levels and the loss of audio.
B. SWITCHING ACROSS 4G AND 3G
We also studied the effect of switching from 4G to 3G and back on the audio performance as confirmed by the metrics of the RTP protocol. The signal strength, EVDO (3G), RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ and SINR reported by the AQFS were plotted to correlate against the audio outages above. While the network appeared to have an impact during the change over from 4G to 3G and 3G to 4G as seen in Figure 7 box titled 'Switching between 4G and 3G networks', we could infer no concrete reason why the audio intermittently failed and failed hard at approximately 1400 to 2400. During the mentioned period, the 4G network appeared solid based on the radio frequency parameters. The Network Management System also considered the network stable during this period. The switch to 3G happened at approximately 16:34:31 UTC.
The AQFS log file clearly shows a switch from E-UTRA Operating Band 4 Channel 2350 to 3G (1X) 800MHz Channel 242. At 09:55:31 UTC, the log shows a switch back to E-UTRA Operating Band 13 on Channel 5230. At 13:11:31, the network switched to E-UTRA Operating Band 3 Channel 2350 with no discernible improvement. When comparing the DAC buffer, RTP latency, loss, drops and duplicates, we observed correlations between buffer count and the lost audio. The normal value for RTP latency was less than 650 milliseconds with 0 loss, 0 drops and 0 duplicate packets. During the continuous audio outage, the AQFS reported latencies in excess of 1,000 milliseconds, RTP losses of 16,623 and dropped packets of 32 with two duplicates in seen in Figure 7 in the box showing RTP latency, losses and drops. Most losses occurred during the time on the 3G network. We observed that the same trend existed across multiple similar instances.
In Figure 7 , we have combined all the AQFS report graphs from this instance to show the correlation of high buffer counts and RTP latency. The effect of switching from 4G to 3G immediately increased the RTP loss, buffer size and RTP packet drops. When the network switched back from 3G to 4G, the buffer and latency remained high. This caused a near continuous audio outage and the network did not settle down until hours later.
C. RANDOM TONE AUDIO ARTIFACTS
We used the audio archive to confirm the complete loss of audio and audio anomalies such as strange tones. The AQFS helped us detect some interesting audio artifacts upon random sampling of the audio archives. Random tones were encountered in the audio archive at a WRT site. All network and RTP characteristics indicated a good signal at this time. We could not ascertain the source of these anomalies and propose to investigate this further.
In the figures below are some examples of unintended audio tones that were detected in the broadcast in the 600-800 Hz frequency range. These unwanted tones corrupted the broadcast. The waveform signature was quite pronounced when compared to the adjacent audio. The weather service sends a Specific Area Message Encoding (SAME) 1,050 Hz tone to precede a warning followed by the warning audio. The random tones that we detected did not have this frequency of 1,050 Hz and did not precede a warning. As seen in Figures 8 and 9 , artifacts of tones that can be seen are in low frequency range of approximately less than 500 Hz. The tone in Figure 10 has a higher frequency of approximately 3,000 Hz.
D. AUDIO QUALITY ANALYSIS
We performed audio quality comparison using captured audio at the transmitter site. One of such AQFS comparison waveforms can be seen in Figure 11 . Each waveform exhibits a one-hour file of audio. The hair comb or pipe cleaner image on top is an example of severely corrupted audio with dropouts every few minutes. We found all network and Real Time Protocol log values to be normal. Figure 12 shows an example of a spectrogram performed on a one-hour long audio file. It is easy to spot a gap in the audio upon viewing this spectrogram. Audio analysis as in the above image involved considerable time. In our AQFS design, the SBC we used for the autoSense-pi was found to be working very hard to capture input audio in near real time, log router and DAC information and store the audio -all done simultaneously. Whenever we tried to view the waveform remotely by launching a connected application, a forced reboot of the autoSense-pi was affected at the FIGURE 12. Expanded version of the waveform in Fig. 11 , SoX [23] . Fig. 11 , SoX [23] .
FIGURE 14.
Remotely generated spectrogram at the transmitter for the waveform in Fig. 11 , SoX [23] .
transmitter site. We solved this problem by switching to a Linux utility that could generate one or batch generate spectrograms at the transmitter site with low CPU and memory overhead. We compared this AQFS spectrogram with the audio captured at the forecast office as in the following example.
E. DETECTING COMPLETE AUDIO LOSS
In Figure 14 , audio with apparent breaks or slices in the broadcast can be observed. We performed a comparison between the locally processed audio waveform against the remotely (transmitter) process spectrogram and found out a perfect match. Remotely generating a spectrogram via batch processing provided us with a quick thumbnail look at an hour's worth of audio. As the 70 Mb audio file took 8-12 minutes for us to download for analysis, a quick spectrograph was preferred.
Maintaining two points of watch helped us immensely by effecting an early detection of the audio loss problem. We could either refer to the severe audio loss observed or detect the problem by the remote spectrogram report, as indicated in Figure 14 . The audio file could be downloaded for further scrutiny.
F. DETECTING INTERMITTENT AUDIO OUTAGES
In Figure 15 , an instance of extreme intermittent outage can be detected from the AQFS audio report. In this instance, we observed multiple outages in excess of 10 seconds consisting of a full drop of audio. There were also instances of drops followed by a fade back in and drops with a buzzing tone preceding a fade back to broadcast. G. DETECTING 'SAME' HEADERS Figure 16 shows an AQFS spectrogram performed on another one-hour long audio file. This file is special because it contains multiple instances of Specific Area Message Encoding (SAME) headers and the NWS 1,050Hz tone which precedes a warning broadcast message. Figures 17 and 18 show the AQFS audio spectrum of the same file after it was downloaded and analyzed in Audacity [7] . The Audacity spectrogram correlates with the spectrogram findings and indicates a complete uninterrupted message, this is desired AoIP audio confidence. Detection of SAME headers helps pinpointing the exact time of occurrence of audio events and issues such as strange tones, poor audio or audio outage.
V. DATA ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
By utilizing the autoSense-Pi at problem transmitter sites, the AQFS helped us gain valuable insight as to the best course of action to improve the audio quality. The range of causes for poor audio quality is greater than initially thought. The summation in Figure 8 , cross correlating the various loggable graphs presented a strong argument to stay on 4G. This led the working group to force the transmitter 4G routers to 4G-LTE only. This only provided a benefit in areas where there was a choice. The downside of forcing LTE could be that a transmitter would be put offline even if a suitable 3G network were available. This also brings up the cellular system of radio priority. While the Weather Service has network priority on its telecommunication provider's Private IP space, it does not currently have radio priority on the cell sites. These sites can be saturated when significant usage is prevalent as in the case of a specific WRT site that was adjacent to a sports arena.
A. DETECTING AUDIO ANOMALIES
As seen in Figures 8 -10 , the AQFS helped us identify some audio anomalies such as low frequency tones, high frequency tones and spurious tones, which passed through good network parameters but presented themselves as unusable audio for broadcast. Further investigation is required, but the VPN tunnels are an unnecessary complexity, and in our assessment, buffering is the biggest reason that causes these strange tones.
B. DETECTING INTERMITTENT AUDIO OUTAGES
As seen in Figure 11 , the AQFS report indicates a very unacceptable intermittent audio feed. Unfortunately, this is the only feed that is available. There is no 56 Kbps analog capability available at this transmitter. The link is up long enough so that most of the broadcast is transmitted, but in scrutiny a radio frequency assessment or alternative technology to improve the broadcast may be warranted. This trend will face the vast network of Weather Radio transmitters in the future, as the 56 Kbps, circuits are retired and moved to 4G mobile networks.
C. COMPARISON OF BASE AND TRANSMITTED AUDIO
From Figures 12 and 13 , the AQFS helped us provide a vibrant comparison of the forecast office provided audio and the requisite audio transmitted from the Weather Radio Transmitter. The spectrogram thumbnails enabled quick visual comparison between the two signals. Admittedly, the scale between the forecast office and the transmitter should be more closely calibrated, but there is an obvious deviation from the origination audio to the captured audio at the transmitter. Based on the frequency span alone, we propose further probing and testing of the ADC and DAC. This will help finetuning the AQFS.
D. COMPARISON USING SPECTROGRAM
From Figure 14 , we demonstrate the value of a spectrograph thumbnail at the transmitter vs. the downloaded audio to the forecast office for analysis. We have directly compared the spectrogram to the wave audiogram and the results closely matched. This finding obviates the downloading of an audio file if the batch spectrogram shows no anomalies. Listening based analysis of the audio file would be done only when required.
E. DETECTING FADES, DROPS AND STRANGE TONES
In Figure 15 , we provide an AQFS visualization of outages and close views of drops, losses followed by a fade in or strange tone fade in. These are some of the most complex audio waveforms to detect without specific analysis. In the absence of AQFS, they might have gone largely unnoticed. Such tones can be quickly pinpointed on spectrogram thumbnails, saving a lot of time that could be spent listening to the audio source. An audio heuristic could be developed to catch the strange tones and perhaps tighten the 10-second window on outages to provide more scrutiny on these low duration anomalies.
F. COMPARISON OF BASE AND TRANSMITTED AUDIO
The AQFS has proved itself to be a reliable sampling tool of remote audio at WRTs. Without a public complaint, the quality of the transmission at the WRT can only be assumed. The AQFS allows for a capture of remote received audio which can be analyzed for audio anomalies. The anomalies can then be traced back to network transport degradation or faults. The fall mainly into lost packets, packet delay and jitter. Figures 16 -18 represent the ideal broadcast and received audio quality to send and receive routine forecasts and critical watches and warnings.
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
We would encourage the removal of the VPN tunnels. They serve no purpose on a Private IP WAN and induce an unnecessary complexity. Encapsulation and decapsulation could cause some of the audio anomalies we have seen in this research.
We also recommend that all WRT sites should have a monitoring autosense-Pi each. We believe that the problems seen are far more widespread than they appear. The reliance upon public complaints should not be given based on the gross change of technology to send audio to the transmitter.
While we understand that the form-fit and function approach streaming audio will always be prone to audio anomalies, we suggest sending the audio files once and scheduling them at the transmitter. This would reduce the bulk of the anomalies discovered during this process.
Lastly, the weather service should pursue radio priority at all cell sites. When a significant event happens, and thousands of people are using their cell phones for communication. The weather radio transmitters should have priority to disseminate potentially life-saving information.
VII. FUTURE WORK
Focusing on the core mission of the weather service, we concur that the warnings must be intelligible and complete in the broadcast. The 4G replacement may be the only choice for some weather radio sites, we should endeavor to capture all aspects of the warnings to improve their effectiveness. As a future work, we will try using a more robust SBC in the autoSense-pi, which would enable more intensive logging and remote analysis.
In the absence of a listener, software tools that simulate human listening could possibly be applied to generate the MOS. Further, a comparison with receiving end audio could be attempted. Using such tools to strengthen the findings of the AQFS could be valuable research.
A better optimization on the recovery time of 10 seconds for the switchover could be tried using multiple sets of experiments. This research has chosen a value that is safe but there is scope to optimize this value or make smarter decisions on its choice based on network parameters.
Further the switch back time to the 4G network could also be optimized based on a real-time analysis of the 4G network parameters and automating the switch back through the autoSense-Pi.
